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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Duncan Rule house is a 2% story house of wood
foundation. Essentially rectangular in plan, the
broad gable roof, which sweeps down to shelter an
and a garage on the west.. The long curves of the
east- by a larged hipped floraer and on the west by
mass.

frame construction on a stone
house is dominated by its
enclosed porch on the east
roof are broken on the
a two-story hipped projecting

The large gable is open on the north and south. These facades feature broad
expanses of shingled wall space, articulated by windows occurring singly, in
bands of three, or, in the attic story, in the Palladian style with bracketted
wills. Many windows, and the pair of doors on the east end, have diamondpatterned leaded glass, and are set in plain wood surrounds.
. .
.
On the north side, toward the northwesJt corner, is a round, projecting first
story bay and a veranda somewhat asymmetrically placed with reference to the
arrangement of the facade. This veranda, like the enclosed porch on the
east end, features short Doric columns on high brick pedestals, which support
an overhanging cornice with projecting rafter ends and a simple frieze. On
the south side is a two-story projecting rectangular bay, the upper story
of which extends slightly behond the first, and has a flat roof edged with a
wooden balustrade. At the southwest corner is a diminutive one-story gableroofed vestibule leading into the garage from the rear.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Duncan Rule house is significant as one of Iowa's few known examples of Shingle
Style architecture utilizing the open gable. It is by no means a textbook example of the sort found along the New England coast, but represents the
efforts of a local architect' to integrate elements of the Shingle idiom
in a harmonious, unpretentions, yet distincive form. The sweeping line of
the gable, the broad expanses of shingled wall surface, and windows grouped
in horizontal bands are characteristic of this form and are quite competently
executed in the Rule house. Other features to note are the attic-story
Palladian windows, the nor-th-side semicircular bay, and the use of small panes
of glass. At least two elements appear to derive from other architectural
forms popular at the turn of the century: the rectilinear leaded borders
of the .east porch windows are suggestive of Prairie School detail, and the
Doric columns of the front veranda recall "classical" revivals of that time.
The Shingle Style, and the earlier Queen Anne, were wont to emphasize natural
or natural-looking materials and forms — thus the use of wood shingles and
stone. The Duncan Rule house uses stone minimally in its construction; its
siting, however, adds an Important naturalistic character. On the south,
the house overlooksWilLowCreek, and from the opposite bank appears to rise
naturally on its stone foundation from the low limestone bluff.
The house was designed by E.R. Bogardus (1850-1927), a long-time resident
and builder in Mason City. Bogardus came to Mason City as a child. He opened
a contracting business in 1873. Although he apparently had no formal architectural training, he gradually began to design, as well as construct, houses,
and after 1894 devoted all his time to architecture. During his long career,
Bogardus was responsible for numerous buildings in Mason City. His works included
the mission-style Calvary M.E. Church (1913); the Georgian/Federal Revival
Verimlya (1894), Markley (c. 1902), and Keerl (c. 1894) houses; the City Park
Hospital (1909), and the Queen Anne Longenecker house (1898), as well as assorted
commercial buildings. He designed two houses using elements of the Shingle
idiom: the Duncan Rule house and its precursor, the George Wilson house (1907).
The latter is far more vernacular than the Rule house. It does, however,
display features that Bogardus used to good effect on the Rule house: the high,
dominating gable extended over a porch; the rounded corner projection, and the
very large hipped dormer. The columns and protruding rafter ends of the porch
roof were also repeated in the Rule house.
Duncan Rule was a local attorney and uncle of the Rule who lived in the Griffindesigned house at 11 Rock Glen in Mason City. It was acquired in 1920 by'B.C.
Way, owner of the local telephone company. Present owner was Way's housekeeper.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Parcel 2, and part of Parcel 1, in Stony Acre Subdivision, Mason City, Iowa.
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As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665), I
hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has Jaeen evaluated according to the
criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.
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